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Sıra sizde !! Siz de farklı türde örnek kullanımları bulup aşağıdaki boşluklara not edin.

the ……………………………………………………………………………………………………
a / an …………………………………………………………………………………………………

x ………………………………………………………………………………………………………

DEFINITE ARTICLES
Belirli Tanımlık

‘ the ‘
when we talk about a specific
object that both the person
speaking and the listener know.

The car over there is fast.?
…………………………………….

- with superlative adjectives
e.g  the biggest

the hottest

- countries with a plural ele-
ment

the United Kingdom
the United States
the Netherlands

- seas,rivers and oceans
the Atlantik
the Nile

- famous buildings
the Eiffel Tower
the World Trade Center

- musical instruments
the guitar
the piano

- newspapers
the New York Times

- ships, zoos
the Titanic, the London Zoo

- title without name
the Queen
the President

- the whole family
the Smiths

-mountain ranges
the Himalayas

-groups of islands
the Canary Islands

-ailments with a specific name
The flu, the measles, the AIDS,

the cancer…

INDEFINITE ARTICLES
Belirsiz Tanımlık

‘ a / an ‘
use “a” before consonants

She has a dog.
I work in a factory.

use “an” before vowels: a,e,i,o,u
Can I have an apple?
She is an English teacher.

……………………………………..
- countable nouns

a knife

-proffession,thoughts, religion or
races

He is a Muslim
Ayşe is a student

- ailments without a specific name
He caught a cold
I have a headache

- wage, speed, rate, expressions
Five kilometers an hour,
a $ 1 book,
four times a day

- description
A bird is an animal that flies

-quantitative expressions
a lot of
a couple of
a great many a.s.o

- talking about an unknown
person

A stranger is sitting in the cafe

ZERO ARTICLES
Tanımlık yok

‘ x‘
- most individual islands

Sicily

- countries
Japan

- lakes
Lake Victoria

- towns and cities
Madrid, Istanbul

- uncountable nouns unless we
know which noun is being talked
about

The milk is on the table

- abstract nouns
happiness, anger

- parks
Central Park
Regents Park

- personal names
Thomas Walker

-streets and avenues
Wall Street
Madison Avenue

- title with name
Queen Elizabeth
President Bush

- mountains
Mount Everest

- magazines
Time, Life

- continents
Africa, Asia…


